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Who are GB Solar?
Established 2018

A local service covering a big area
including the North-East, Yorkshire,
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire,
Lincolnshire and the East Midlands

Family owned and family run,
with true family values

Over 30 years experience in
Solar Power & Battery
Storage Systems

100% Customer Satisfaction

Goal - To aid the UK’s
transition to Green Energy
for Home & Business Owners

What do our
customers say
about us?
We may be Five Star Rated on
Google, but we’re only as good as
our next customer experience! Here
are a couple of reviews from clients
past and present…

Check them out for yourself, simply
search ‘GB Solar Ltd’ on Google!!
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What is Solar
Photovoltaics?
Solar Photovoltaics, often referred
to as Solar PV or Solar Panels,
describes the process by which the
suns power is converted into
electricity. The brighter the day, the
more electricity a solar panel system
generates.
u

All modern solar panels generate
electricity in both daylight and bright
sunlight, some perform marginally
better than others.
u
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The Key Components of a Solar PV System
Whether Domestic, Commercial or Industrial, the key components of a Solar PV System remain the same throughout

Panels

Inverter

Battery

There are different types of Solar
Panel; Polycrystalline,
Monocrystalline, Amorphous, Hybrid,
amongst others, but all serve the
same basic function, to generate DC
electricity – Direct Current.

The inverter is the brains behind the
system. Not only does it convert the
DC power into usable AC power in
the home, but it does this as a super
high efficiency of over 97%.

Battery Storage is the latest and most
dynamic addition to the Solar PV
industry in the last decade. For years
we’ve used Lithium battery
technology in our day to day lives in
phones, laptops, tablets etc. Now,
great advances in technology and
manufacturing scale mean we
Canute this technology to deliver
huge savings into your home, giving
your Solar PV system not just one,
but multiple extra features to save
you more money.

DC Current isn’t usable in our homes
or businesses, so this then needs to
be inverted into usable AC
electricity.

The inverter is the component that
manages all of your solar energy and
provides you with the monitoring
platform and features that allow you
to maximise your self-consumption.

Skip to page 12 to learn more about
our retrofit battery storage systems.
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Types of Solar Panel Installation
There’s a solution for almost every situation, below are the most common solutions for both domestic and business applications…

On-Roof

In-Roof

Our On-Roof system uses a
strong, lightweight
aluminium frame which is
attached to your roof via
the rafters underneath your
tiles, your tiles will then sit
back over the hooks on the
frame to maintain the
protection the tiles have
always provided to your
property. A good Solar
Panel installation will not
affect the long-term
integrity of your roof.

Our In-Roof system uses a plastic
frame which is in-laid onto the
substructure of your roof. The panels
are then secured to the plastic frame
and fixed rigidly to the substructure of
your roof.
In-roof systems are considered more
aesthetic than on-roof, thought are
normally marginally more expensive.

Ground Mounted

A ground-mounted system can be
ideal for a home or business that
doesn’t have, or want to, install a solar
panel array on top of the roof.
There are many different applications
for ground-mounted systems, and
these can often be scaled to hit small
or very large capacities.

In-roof is often ideal for new build or
renovation installations when the cost
can be factored against a good saving
on not requiring a large area of tiling.
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Different Panels for Different Applications
Ensuring the right panel for your installation is paramount. Here is a selection of the market-leading manufacturers we work with…

•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 2000
Largest Supplier of Monocrystalline
silicon wafers in the world
Market-leading Cell Technology
Half-Cut Cell Design increases
efficiency
12yr Product Warranty
25yr Performance Warranty
Superb All-Black Aesthetics
High Efficiency
360-370w All Black Availability

•
•

Find out more about Longi, here:
https://www.longi.com/en/

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

High Quality German Designed
High Quality Korean Manufactured
25yr Product & 25yr Performance
warranty available on some ranges
Half-Cut Cell Design increases
efficiency
Multiple Specifications, ideal for
Domestic & Commercial
application
85% Efficient in 25yr Guarantee
Over 20% efficiency
Available in All-Black Finish

•
•

Find out more about Q Cells, here:
https://www.q-cells.eu/

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Global Manufacturer
12yr Product & 25yr Performance
Warranty
Half-Cut Cell Design increases
efficiency
Available with built-in SolarEdge
Optimisation for Module-Level
Monitoring
Multiple Specifications, ideal for
Domestic & Commercial application
Bi-Facial Panels Available
85% Efficient in 25yr Guarantee
Capacity’s up to 525Wp!
Available in All-Black Finish

•
•

Find out more about JA Solar, here:
https://www.jasolar.com/html/en/

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

High Quality Design & Manufactured
25yr Product & 25yr Performance
Warranty Available on some ranges
Half-Cut Cell Design increases
efficiency
Multiple Specifications, ideal for
Domestic & Commercial application
85% Efficient in 25yr Guarantee
Over 20% efficiency
Available in All-Black Finish

•
•

Find out more about Jinko Solar, here:
https://www.jinkosolar.com/en/

•
•
•
•
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Inverter Systems
Two of the most common types of Inverters are String and Optimised. Read more about the differences between the two below:

String Inverters
String inverters are the most common type of inverter on the market. They provide high efficiencies, long-warranties, and enduring
performance.
Most Solar Panels systems are installed in a set number of rows. For example, if GB Solar install 14 panels on your roof, we will likely
connect them to each other in two ‘strings’ of seven panels, then connect each of these strings into the inverter.
Pros

Cons

97-98% Efficiency

Limited Monitoring

Cost Effective

Limited Shading Protection

Long Warranties – Up to 20yrs
Single Point of Connection
Ease of Service

SolarEdge Optimised Inverters
A SolarEdge optimized inverter system enables each panel to operate and generate electricity independently. This has a
number of small benefits that can make a big difference to the total generation over the lifetime of a system, including
preventing panel capacity mismatching, limiting the negative impact of shading and increasing year-round energy production.

Pros

Cons

98+% Efficiency

Higher Base Cost

In-depth & Individual Panel-Level Monitoring
Long Warranties – Up to 25yrs
Prevents Shading Impact
Increased Long-Term Generation & Yield
Security
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Hybrid Inverters
Our Hybrid inverters are a combination of both a traditional string inverter, and a battery inverter/charge controller.
A Hybrid inverter will convert the DC Solar panel electricity into usable AC electricity like a normal string inverter. When it is
generating surplus electricity, it will directly charge that power into the battery and store it in DC. This is the most efficient
process to store power and means the electricity from your Solar Generation isn’t inverted multiple times.
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How will your system function?
Your GB Solar PV System can have multiple functions, but we’ve broken down the six key functions you can expect your system to
provide to help you decide which aspects of owning a Solar PV system might benefit you the most.

Primary Function – Generate!
The primary function of any Solar PV System is to generate
electricity to satisfy demand within your home or business.
When your system is generating electricity, it automatically
becomes the primary source for electricity in your home.
For example, if you turn on your kettle, the kettle instantly
calls for electricity. If your Solar PV system is generating this
power, it becomes the primary source to run the kettle and
stops you importing this power from the grid.

Second Function – Charge!
The second function of your system could be to charge a battery with the
excess power that your Solar PV System is generating. Many homeowners
find themselves out of the home most of the day, whether you’re at work
or out enjoying the day, many are not able to make the most of the Solar
generation at its peak. A Battery Storage system allows us to time-shift
that generation and means you can be powered by your solar system
when you get home.
For example, on a bright day, your Solar PV system could be running your
home whilst you’re away from it, and when you come home you’ll have a
full battery to power you through the evening, night, and sometimes into
the following day.
11

How will your system function?
Third Function – Heat Hot Water!
Its third function could be to divert any further excess
electricity into your Hot Water cylinder using a product called
a Solar iBoost. This will reduce the amount of gas your boiler
uses to heat your hot water, if you have a suitable heating
system that has an immersion heater. This feature costs in the
region of an extra £450 and can save upwards of £250 per
year alone!

Fourth Function – Charge Your Car!
YES! You can plug your car into the sun! If you own a Plug-In Hybrid or a
full EV, you can use a smart charger like a myenergi Zappi, to charge
using your excess solar power! During spring, Summer and Autumn
months when solar generation is more plentiful, you could put back the
power that you’ve used going to the shops, driven to and from work or
picked up the kids from school, further reducing your reliance on an everincreasing costly electricity grid.
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How will your system function?
Fifth Function – Smart Charge!
Your GB Solar PV and Battery Systems’ fifth and arguably most important function, would be to charge the battery using
cheap electricity from the grid, to offset the electricity demand during times of low generation like in winter. This is a key
feature when considering your electricity demand will typically be greater during winter months than summer, and that
PV generation is lower during these winter months. We use the battery to charge using the cheapest energy available
day-to-day, such as on the Octopus ‘Go’ or ‘Agile’ tariffs and discharge the battery to meet demand out of the cheap
periods.
We’ve much more detailed information on the following pages specific to battery storage and the benefits of installing
from new or as part of a retrofit to an exiting Solar PV Installation.

All our GB Solar PV and Battery Systems are Compatible with
Octopus Energy’s & EDF’s range of Innovative Smart Tariffs!
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How will your system function?
Sixth Function – Get Paid!
Completed as many of the previous functions
as you can and you’re still generating excess
power? It is possible!
Under perfect conditions, and subject to what
capacity system you choose to install, you
could still find yourself exporting power to the
grid and it’s really important you get paid for
that electricity.
If you’re not claiming any other incentives like
the feed-in-tariff, your GB Solar PV Installation
will be eligible for a payment under the Smart
Export Guarantee scheme (SEG).
It’s not a lot, so don’t think you’ll be retiring
early, but it is some recompense for your
contribution to making our grid that bit cleaner
and greener.
Ask us for more information about the SEG and
how you can claim it.
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What is Battery Storage?
Batteries Storage has come a long way in the last ten
years. Thanks to companies like Tesla, Pylontech and
our lead manufacturer GivEnergy, the cost to install
battery power to compliment a Solar PV system has
tumbled.
A Battery System is the key to maximizing the savings
available from your Solar PV system.
Now you can discover real power flexibility and true
energy independence in an ever more costly energy
industry.

“Discover real power
flexibility and true
energy independence”

“the key to maximizing
savings”
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What size solar system should you install?
This can be a tricky decision to make, but we’ll try and make it simple
for you.
Perhaps you consume around 3,000kWh’s per year and a 3.6kWp
system with a battery will satisfy most of that demand?
Our advice will always be that you should maximise the potential of
your roof space – if it is within budget. You only want to be on the roof
and paying for access to your roof space once. Adding PV capacity
later might have costlier implications, such as inverter sizing,
metering, not to mention paying for scaffolding again. The price of a
solar pv system doesn’t correlate directly to the volume of panels you
install. The cost to scaffold a property will likely be the same whether
you’re having 8 or up to 20 panels installed, so whilst you’re paying
more for the overall system, you’re spreading the cost of that larger
system across the same cost base.
For example; A 3kWp installation on a typical roof that requires
scaffolding might cost in the region of £5000. A 6kWp system on the
same roof with the same scaffolding and install costs, might come in in
the region of £7,000.
So, for an extra £2,000 you could double the capacity of your solar
panel installation from the start, and guarantee yourself double the
power for the future, when you might own a Hybrid or Full Electric
Vehicle or Air Source Heat Pump, and you’re future-proofed as much
as is realistically possible because you’ve already got that capacity of
solar installed.
*Larger capacity systems may be subject to DNO G99 Applications. Get in touch for more in-depth
information about how you can oversize your solar system and keep within the limitations set by the grid, or
how we negotiate with your DNO to maximise your installation potential.

“Should I oversize my
solar panel system? If
so, why?”
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Why should you install Battery Storage?

It is much more economical for you to use the energy you’ve
generated than it is to send it back to the grid for a payment.
Typically, a homeowner will pay approximately 28p for one
unit (kWh) of electricity from the grid. The payment for
sending energy back to the grid is commonly around 4p to
7p per unit (kWh), under the governments new Smart Export
Guarantee (SEG). It is therefore more cost effective to store
the energy to use it later.
How does it work?

A GB Solar battery system simply detects
when your Solar PV system wants to send
energy back to the grid, and diverts this
energy into a battery, for use later in the day
and night when solar generation is lower or
has stopped.

GB Solar Cycle
of Power
When your solar is generating
more electricity than your home
needs, we charge this power into
your battery

Your solar panels
generate electricity and
power your home
during the day

When night turns to day and
your Solar Panels start
generating again, the excess
will recharge the battery and
continue the cycle of power.

Power

Charge

Recharge

Discharge

When day turns to night and your
solar stops generating, your
battery discharges to power your
home

Every GB Solar & GivEnergy Install
incorporates the following Key Features
•

•

Lithium Iron Phosphate Chemistry (LiFePO4) – Allows for greater density, higher
efficiency, rapid charge and discharge, supreme thermal protection and stability
(longer life) compared to traditional Lithium-Ion.

Hybrid & AC Coupled – When installing a system from new, GivEnergy’s Hybrid inverter
combines both inverting and charge controls functions. The GivEnergy AC Charge
controller allows us to retrofit to absolutely ANY Solar PV system on the market and is
compatible with ALL inverters.

•

Throughput Warranty – Unlike our competitors whom warranty a battery on cycles or
limit throughput (delivered power), GivEnergy warranty their 8.2kWh LiFePO4 Battery
to deliver Unlimited Throughput! This means you can charge and discharge as often as
you like within it’s ten year warranty.
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•

DC & AC Charging – Allows charging from grid using off-peak tariff when surplus solar
isn’t available. Allowing compatibility with flexible tariffs. Our systems are fully
compatible with Octopus Energy’s Agile & Go Tariffs

•

•

Totally Inert Battery Chemistry – GivEnergy’s unique chemistry allows the benefit of fast
charge and discharge, like traditional Li-Ion, but without the danger of combustibility.
GivEnergy’s chemistry is non-flammable and non-toxic.

•

•

Lifetime GB Solar, Manufacturer & Online Support

Wifi & GSM connections for monitoring and metering

Off-grid capability – Stay powered, even through a power-cut with our Critical Power
Outputs

*This is not a standard feature of installation but is available at a supplemented cost

•

Energy Trading/SmartGrid Ready – Our built in API allows for future energy trading,
selling back to the grid at peak times, therefore providing a potential revenue
stream as well as savings offset. However, we believe it should be a priority to
ensure you have full control over your battery, if you wish to grid-share and trade
21
energy at a later date, you are therefore free to connect to a platform as more
smart tariffs come online.

•
•

Modular and expandable – Our system can be sized to suit any demand
requirements and allows your system to grow in future as your demand or energy
costs likely further increase.
Systems starting from 2.6kWh capacity up to 3MWh – Start small, grow with your
usage.

•

FREE Lifetime Online Monitoring – Phone, Tablet & Computer - iOS or
Android

•

Remote Upgrading – Allowing for efficiency upgrades and software updates
to accommodate grid regulations and new product features without site visits
to the customer.
•

•

Fully Recyclable at the end of its life (15 – 20yrs life expectancy) – Unlike most of
our major competitors whom use Cobalt which is largely un-recyclable.

Keep your FIT & Export Payments – Every battery system we install is what we call, ‘behindthe-meter’. This means it has absolutely no impact on your FIT or Export Tariff, should you
be receiving them.
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How can you determine the value
delivered by a GB Solar Battery System
Most battery manufacturer’s
warranty their battery for both a
period of time, i.e. five to ten
years, and also on the maximum
amount of power delivery
available from that battery
before it is considered to have
satisfied its useful lifespan; we
call this aspect, Throughput. This
is where GB Solar & GivEnergy’s
unique Throughput Warranty
comes into its own and delivers
real, measurable value.
To determine the value of the
power being delivered, we take
the total cost of the battery
installation and divide this by the
warrantied throughput.

Cost
Power

=

?
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Here’s a couple of working examples of cost vs throughput
Example 1; at a cost of £4,980 for an 8.2kWh AC Coupled system, we divide the cost
by its warrantied throughput - in this case, 82,000kWh’s. This means your battery
system is delivering power at a NET cost of 6.0p/kWh.
When considering a battery storage installation, it’s important to consider sizing a system to meet
the current and potential future demand of you and your property. Might you upgrade your
heating system to an Air Source Heat Pump, or perhaps you’re thinking about buying an electric
car? Although every system is modular and upgradable at a later date, it’s more cost effective to
install two batteries simultaneously, rather than pay to have the system upgraded in the future. As
an installer, our costs remain almost the same as to whether we’re installing one or five batteries,
so by installing your anticipated capacity in one installation, you spread the cost of the larger
battery over the same fixed cost base, therefore lowering the NET cost of the delivery of power.

Example 2; at a cost of £7,380 for a 16.4kWh GivEnergy battery, we divide the cost by
its warrantied throughput – in this case 164,000kwh’s. This means your battery system is
delivering power at a NET cost of 4.5p/kWh.
*Above price examples assume retrofitting and include installation of an AC Coupled controller, including 20% vat. Installations as part of a Solar PV System will cost considerably less and will
likely be charged at 5% vat.
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Here’s an easy-to-use chart for you to do your own comparison on
warranties and the cost of delivered power when comparing our offer
with our competitors.
We’ve helped start you off by using our guide pricing…
NET Cost of
Typical Cost of
Retrofit Installation* Delivered Power

Product

Warrantied Throughput in kWh

(Example) Tesla Powerwall 13.5kWh

37,800

£9,500*

22.4p /kWh

(Example) LG Resu 10kWh LV Battery

24,000

£7,500*

29.1p /kWh

GivEnergy 8.2kwh LiFePO4 Battery

82,000

£4,980**

6p /kwh

GivEnergy 16.4kwh LiFePO4 Battery
(2 x 8.2kWh Batteries)

164,000

£7,380**

4.5p /kWh

*Costs may vary from different suppliers.
**Estimated cost of full retrofit battery installation including battery charge controller, subject to survey.
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2021 New Release!
All of our 8.2kWh
GivEnergy Battery
Installations now come
with a 100% Depth of
Discharge.
The power you see, is the
power you get!
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How to make the most of your battery's
functions
Some battery storage systems have a dual functionality. Not
only will our system charge from excess electricity
generated by your Solar Panels, but our batteries also allow
you to benefit from importing very cheap electricity that
becomes available at night when demand on the grid is low
and pricing can drops significantly.
Our GB Solar Battery Systems allow you to make the most
of this feature by charging from Off-peak tariffs such as the
Octopus ‘Go’ (If you own a Hybrid or an EV) or Octopus
Agile tariff’s. These smart and innovative tariff’s supply
energy at varying costs throughout the day meaning that
during winter months when your solar generation is lower,
you can still maximise savings potential by charging the
battery between the small hours of the night, then using the
cheap energy by discharging during the times of day when
it should be costing you significantly more. This is often
called Peak or Load Shifting.

Flexible Tariff’s
Flexible tariffs represent the beginning of a
whole new era of energy distribution in the UK.
We live in changing times, with increased
demand for EV’s, Home Batteries and Air Source
Heating Technology, and as the rapidlychanging supply of energy begins to become
cleaner and more renewable, but also more
unpredictable and variable, you can expect to
see flexible supply options become more
mainstream as consumer demand profiles
evolve.
A GB Solar PV & Battery System integrates
seamlessly with these innovative tariffs. Our
system leaves you in prime position to be able
to maximise savings and further reduce your
carbon footprint.
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Plunge Pricing
What is Plunge Pricing?
Plunge pricing is a new phenomenon that
relates to negative electricity pricing.
Why does Plunge Pricing happen?
Plunge Pricing occurs when there is a surplus
of electricity feeding into the National Grid.
It is more cost efficient for a generator such
as a Wind or Solar farm to continue to
generate that energy than to be slowed
down and perform less efficiently.
How can I make Plunge Pricing work for me?
Our battery storage solutions allow you to
take advantage of this. We can program your
battery system to charge during these

Where price shows as negative, this means
you’re getting paid to charge £££

off-peak times to maximise your savings. Sometimes
the energy will be significantly cheaper than you
would buy from the grid, sometimes you might get
paid to take it. Any subsequent payments will come
off your bill at the end of each month. This function
can be particularly advantageous if you have a Solar
PV system. During winter months when your energy
demand is likely higher than average and solar
generation is lower, you can use your battery to offer
much bigger savings.
What do I need to take advantage of Plunge Pricing?

Where price shows as negative, this means
you’re getting paid to charge £££

Needless to say, you’ll need a GB Solar Battery
System, but you’ll also need a SMETS2 Smart Meter.
A SMETS2 Smart Meter allows a utility company to
monitor your exact import and export of electricity.
You will also need to be a customer of a utility
supplier whom offer the service. We have used
Octopus Energy’s Plunge Pricing as examples in the
pictures opposite.

Battery vs No Battery
Site details: 3.6kWp Solar PV Capacity with 2.8kWh Capacity GivEnergy Battery System
Location: Sheffield
Image One shows the traditional operation of a Solar PV System with the Generation and Demanded Power.
Image two shows the same system on the same day, but with the battery charge rate overlaid;
Charging/Discharging.
You can clearly see this 2.8kwh battery running this property into the night.

Weather Conditions: Overcast
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No Battery vs With Battery

Weather Conditions: Intermittent Cloud

Weather Conditions: Sunny Day
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View every aspect of your electricity use with our Free Monitoring Portal

Available on iOS, Android and Desktop
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GB Solar Battery Storage Systems
Key Points…
• Market Leading Warranties
• Expert Advice
• State-of-the-art Technology
• Increase the value of your home
• Excellent Customer Service Reviews
• Flexible Charging Options
• Future-Proof your home

Specialists in Domestic, Commercial and Storage Solutions

info@gbsolar.co.uk ● 01909-269853 ● www.gbsolar.co.uk

